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complex. The mass-spring-system
achieves a natural frequency of
provides optimal protection.
The realisation of the Nieuwegein
city project includes the
construction of about 2000 new

Calenberg products improve the
quality of life by protecting against
structure-borne noise. Vibrations
are perceptible oscillations
that are not only disturbing to
human beings but may also lead
to disturbance and damage to
apparatus or other installations
in buildings. Structure-borne
sound can radiate in a building
as secondary airborne sound and

for gastronomy, new walking
and cycling paths and many
intelligent green and sustainable
solutions. This will make the city
healthier, livelier, greener and more
sustainable.
Another project for Calenberg in
the Netherlands this year is the
supply of several thousand square
metres of Ciprotec 6018, one type
of the new Ciprotec range. It will be
supplied to various ProRail projects.

being.
One of the top products for meeting
the purposes described above is
the durable and maintenancefree USM 1000 W which has just
recently been installed two-layered
over an area of 500sqm in the city
of Nieuwegein, Netherlands, in a
mass-spring-system below a switch
complex, as vibration protection for
a noise-sensitive residential area
to protect future high-rise buildings
from vibrations caused by passing
trains travelling over this switch
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Ciprotec6018

The Ciprotec range is range of
under-ballast mats for the isolation
of track superstructures for all
features of this new product series
are the protection of both ballast
from early wear and surfaces of
structures against damage from
ballast stones, longevity, easy
maintenance, environmental

SECURE AND SILENT BEDDING
PERMANENT WAY SYSTEMS PROTECTED BY CALENBERG

High performance rubber material
for long-life tracks.
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